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“Call unto me and I will answer you and tell you great and mighty things you do not know.” Jer 33:3 
 

We are in a war for our very survival. We have enemies outside and INSIDE our nation! 
Obama takes us to war against ISIS. But Obama said, “ISIL (aka ISIS-Islamic State) is not Islamic.” What 

part of "Islamic State" doesn’t he understand? Mr. President, if ISIS isn’t Islamic, is the Pope Catholic? 

 It’s astounding that the thousands of acts of evil being conducted in the name of Islam have nothing to 

do with Islam.  

 With no mention of the growing carnage of Christians or the Islamic promise that a second Holocaust 

of Jews and Christians is coming. 

 Then Obama said, "No religion condones the killing of innocents." Obama, your own Koran says to 

kill the infidels! Islam has been butchering people for centuries. But Obamaspeak wants us to 

believe that Islam is a peaceful religion, despite most of the terrorism is caused by Muslims.  

 That the Ft. Hood shooting wasn’t Muslim terrorism but simply ‘workplace violence.’   

 That Islamic terrorism is simply an ‘overseas contingency operation.’ 

 That the Muslim terrorists who flew the planes into the world trades centers on 9/11 weren’t Islamic 

terrorists. Then what were they? Baptists? Buddhists?  

 Obama said he is proud that he is standing shoulder to shoulder with Arab countries. 

 "I will stand with my Muslim brother's should the political winds shift in an ugly direction." Audacity 

of Hope by Barack Obama.  This is the man running our nation! He’s never run a business nor been in 

the military yet he is trying to run the greatest nation on earth!  

 He’s running it, right into the ground! 

President Obama addressed the United Nations General Assembly telling the nations of the world to stop 

teaching hatred. So, Mr. President, may we now assume that your administration will stop sending U.S. tax 

dollars to the Palestinian Authority? That’s what they major in –teaching HATE for Jews to their children. 

Think about this. Obama, speaking to world leaders, some of whom engage in genocide, and many of the 

Muslim countries are the world's worst violators of religious liberty, yet in front of these brutal thugs and 

merciless dictators, Obama felt he had to apologize for America because of one confrontation between a 

teenager and a police officer, in Ferguson, Mo.  
 

We have never had such a weak American president to grovel in front of the world’s most barbaric 

monsters. They were unimpressed by Obama's weakness. Obama questioned Israel's commitment to peace. 

He spoke in glowing terms of the "great tradition" of Islam. But he has never extolled the virtues and great 

traditions of our Judeo-Christian civilizations! Obama is more interested in saving the reputation of Islam 

than in saving Christians and Jews from beheadings and murder.  
 

As our president apologizes for our country, here's what one patriot said: 
Robert Whiting, an elderly gentleman of 83, arrived in Paris by plane.  At French Customs, he took a few 

minutes to locate his passport in his carry on.  "You have been to France before, monsieur?" the customs 

officer asked sarcastically. Mr. Whiting admitted that he had been to France previously. "Then you should 

know enough to have your passport ready." The American said, "The last time I was here, I didn't have to show 

it.""Impossible. Americans always have to show their passports on arrival in France !"  The American senior 

gave the Frenchman a long hard look.  Then quietly explained, ''Well, when I came ashore at Omaha 

Beach on D-Day in 1944 to help liberate this country, I couldn't find a single Frenchman to show a 

passport to." You could have heard a pin drop. 
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Bush Was Right /Obama Was Wrong! 
President Bush said in 2007 "To begin withdrawing before our commanders tell us, would mean surrendering 

the future of Iraq to al Qaeda, risking mass killings on a horrific scale, and our military would have to 

return to confront an enemy that is even more dangerous." And now, the things George Bush warned about, 

mass killings on a horrific scale and our troops returning to fight a more dangerous enemy – are reality.  
 

After ISIS barbarism was seen on TV cutting heads off, Sec. of State John Kerry said, "The real face of 

Islam is a peaceful religion, advocating for universal human rights.” Really? Ask those who lost their heads, 

or the women of Muslim countries, who were sexually mutilated. Kerry said, “We need to protect Muslim 

nations from Global warming.”  He sees global warning a bigger threat than Muslim terrorism. 

Bad Foreign Policies Leads U.S. To Join With Muslim Nations 

Muslim nations have joined the U.S. military against ISIS -Islamic State in a temporary war of convenience. 

We have a Muslim President, Obama, fighting with Muslim nations against Muslims. What could possibly 

go wrong? How did we get into this MESS? It’s a quandary but it’s the result of bad foreign policies that have 

led to joining forces with Muslim nations which are Islamic. Islam is an avowed enemy to Israel. Those who 

fight against Israel, fight against God. In Gen 12, God said, “I will bless those who bless you, and I will curse 

him who curses you.”We don’t want to take on God who says,“The nations are like a drop in a bucket.”Isa 40:15 
 

Meanwhile Iran continues to build THE BOMB! Iran is the terrorist nation that supports Hezbollah and 

Hamas. Iran supplies these Muslim terrorists with sophisticated, deadly weapons! We can’t trust Iran like 

Clinton did with North Korea. But a nuclear armed Iran, with its oil wealth and terrorist network, poses a 

much greater threat to world peace and our security.   
 

But the biggest mistake Obama made is not dealing with our biggest threat, our OPEN borders!  Open to ISIS 

and all kinds of Muslim terrorists and diseases and illegals from all over the world. 
 

Illinois vs Oklahoma; There are more people on welfare in Illinois than there are people working. In the 

last six months, 292 were murdered in Chicago. 221 were killed in Iraq. Maybe we should pull out of 

Chicago. Compare that to Oklahoma, which placed the Ten Commandments in front of their capitol. 

Oklahoma arrests and jails and deports illegals. ALL drivers’ license exams will be printed in English ONLY! 

If you want to drive in Oklahoma, you must read and write English.  
 

Gender-Free Restrooms; NEA Teachers' Union More Extreme Than Ever. The NEA goals are to continue to 

push homosexuality on kids, defend the flood of illegals, while staunchly advocating for abortion. In addition, 

the NEA says, “Let’s celebrate communism!” as they promote the celebration of China’s Chairman Mao and 

his successful revolution! Welcome to America’s radical teaching profession. Those who attended the NEA 

convention in drag (a man dressed as a woman) were able to use the “gender neutral” restrooms. That’s a top 

priority for NEA teachers. These are the people who are educating and guiding children. Condoms were 

readily available for them also. The NEA continues to join with GLSEN, Gays & Lesbians, to corrupt the 

morals and minds of children that trusting parents naively turn over to them. 

Invasion  
parts 1 & 2 #1378 1379 

There are terrorists from Syria, Pakistan, Yemen, Iran and other terrorist nations that have been apprehended 

at our Southern border. No telling how many ISIS are already here. There are at least 300 American young 

men serving ISIS overseas who plan to bring their terror network back home with them. Zach Taylor, a 

former Texas border patrol agent, says, “There are over 30 million illegal aliens already here. We know that 

many of illegal aliens are Muslims, since they leave prayer rugs and Arabic/English dictionaries behind.”  

We are a nation without a border. How can we be a nation, if we don’t have a border? 

The Feds squander millions of dollars on non-essentials but neglect their primary duty to protect this nation 

from invasion. As millions of illegals continue streaming across our non-border border, the Obama 

Administration isn’t just ignoring existing law; they are paying to transport illegals throughout the nation. 

This is purposely creating a crisis that will bankrupt the nation. Illegals cost $338 billion a year in welfare, 

education, medical, and incarceration. Zach Taylor says the millions of illegals are part of a Marxist strategy.  
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Cloward and Piven were Marxist professors at Columbia. Among their students was Barrack Obama. The 

Coward/Piven strategy is to create a Marxist revolution by overwhelming the system to collapse it and pave 

the way for a Marxist/communist take over. It’s worked in other country after country and looks like what 

Obama is doing here.  
 

David Kupelian, editor of WorldNet Daily and author of How Evil Works – Understanding and Overcoming 

the Destructive Forces that Are Transforming America, says Obama is following the Marxist strategy to 

transform this nation into a Marxist state as it has done to other nations throughout history.  

The Restructuring of America is a Marxist take over! 
With the stroke of his pen, Obama will simply issue another executive order allowing anyone under 21 years 

of age to apply for refugee status in their home country. Then, they will be transported here. This will open 

the floodgates to millions more! Then, he will grant amnesty to all those illegally here. But Obama said he 

won't issue a unilateral amnesty for millions of illegal immigrants before the election. Senator Rubio said 

Obama hasn't changed his mind about violating the separation of powers, just that "he doesn't want to be held 

accountable by the electorate in the midterm elections for an action that he knows is unpopular." 
 

Amnesty for millions of illegals will push this nation over the edge into bankruptcy.  

In Mexico, illegals are jailed. In this nation, they’re given government handouts. 

UC admits to enrolling 2,000 illegal aliens while at least 2,000 California students will not be allowed 
admission. 2,000 parents, who paid taxes so their children could attend a University, will be excluded while 
2000+ illegals take their place. Why are we cutting benefits for our veterans and our military but not stopping 
payments to illegal aliens, such as monthly payments for each child, money for housing, Food Stamps, free 
education including college and also the right to vote? We constantly hear about how Social Security is 
going to run out of money. How come we never hear about welfare or food stamps running out of money? 
The first group "worked for" their money, but the second didn't. 
 

In a few short years, what will people say about our generation? That we had a national debt exceeding $17.6 

trillion and a President who clearly was following a Marxist strategy that turned the world’s greatest nation 

into a bankrupt, third world nation, without Social Security, medical or educational benefits, without a 

middle class, only a ruling elite and abject poor, without hope of advancement. Take a look at Mexico. Is that 

what this nation will look like? Or will the American people WAKE UP and realize we were on the brink of 

collapse, with an invasion of illegals, but WE stood strong and with God’s help turned back the planned 

Communist take over and restored this nation to being a light to the world? Lincoln predicted that our nation 

would never be defeated by an enemy outside our borders. But if we are defeated, it will come from within.   
 

“You and I have a rendezvous with destiny. We will preserve for our children, the last and best hope for 
mankind on earth, or we will sentence them to take the first stop into a thousand years of darkness. If 
we fail, at least our children and grandchildren will say of us, we did all that could be done.” Ronald Reagan 

 

The war we are fighting today in the Middle East, with bombings, beheadings and crucifixions makes it clear: 

if we lose this war against Islamofascism, the atrocities of 9/11 will pale in comparison, and the world will be 

plunged into another Dark Age as Reagan said. 

During the great depression, President Hoover deported ALL illegal aliens to make jobs for Americans who 
desperately needed work. Harry Truman deported over two million illegal aliens after WWII to create jobs for 
returning veterans. In 1954, Dwight Eisenhower deported 13 million illegal Mexicans so veterans could get 
jobs. It took two years, but they deported them! If they could deport them then, why can’t we today? 

Perilous Times  
parts 1 & 2 #1382 1383 

Bleeding heart liberals say we should welcome illegals, as immigrants have been throughout our history. But 

what part of ILLEGAL don’t they understand? Legal immigration is another matter. In 1886, when the 

Statue of Liberty was erected, it said, “Bring your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe 

free.” At that time, we had no welfare system, and we needed immigrants to help build this nation. Today, 

America has become a welfare state! ILLEGALS will bankrupt this system that they haven’t put anything 

into. We cannot have a welfare system and unlimited illegal immigration.    
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Columnist, Rick Jensen, says, the crisis of children streaming over the border was planned by the Obama 

Administration for a purpose. Curtis Bowers, producer of the film Agenda- Grinding America Down, says 

communism is alive and progressing in our schools, our government and the liberal media. Re-education 

camps are already built. Who are they for? The term “communist” has been replaced, but their agenda 

remains the same. The left has been so successful; they’ve put one of their own in the White House! 
 

Obama’s mother – Communist; his grandmother – Communist; his grandfather – Communist; his mentor – 

Communist. What makes you think he shares the same ideas/values/beliefs/capitalism… that we do?  
 

Ponder this: “Have we ever heard Obama speak lovingly of the U.S. or its people, with deep appreciation and 

genuine respect for our history, our customs, our blessings from God? Does he get goose bumps when a band 

plays The Star Spangled Banner? Or shed a tear when he hears a beautiful rendition of America the Beautiful?  

Does he choke up when millions of American flags wave on National holidays as soldiers march by?  It’s 

doubtful, because Obama did not grow up sharing our experiences or our values.  He didn't have 

grandparents who told him the stories of coming to America, penniless, and the opportunities they had for 

building a business and a life for their children.” Gary Bauer - End of Day 
 

As a child, Obama was not part of America and its greatness.  He wasn't singing our patriotic songs in 

kindergarten, or watching a parade, or placing flags on the gravesites of fallen and beloved American heroes. 

He has never given a speech that inspired us to be grateful and proud of our country and the liberator of 

many oppressed nations. Quite the contrary, his speeches ridicule our achievements and emphasize our 

faults. He causes dissension rather than unity. Under his leadership, Americans have been kept on edge rather 

than in a state of comfort and security. He defies our laws, removes our rights, appoints controversial 

appointees, and asserts a dictatorial power. 

 “Never have we had a President who has done such irreparable harm to the people of this country. 

 Never have we experienced such stress that one man can cause a nation - on a daily basis! 

Obama has caused the degeneration of peace, civility, and cooperation between us.  He thrives on tearing us 

down, rather than building us up. He is the Architect of the decline of America.”  -Gary Bauer - End of Day 

 

Joel Gilbert, producer of the film, There’s No Place Like Utopia, says the stunning hypocrisy of the Left is 

obvious as they continue to promote failed policies that have devastated major cities like Detroit, Newark, 

Chicago, etc., but they are planning it for the whole country. Gilbert talked to people in Detroit who voted 

for Obama but now are staunch conservatives. They’ve seen how socialism and Marxism lead to poverty. The 

media suppresses Obama’s background as a radical socialist and his Marxist agenda for this nation. 

Why is America Turning From God? #1384 

Why is our culture turning away from God? Does this nation HATE God? If this nation loved God, we 

would teach it to our children! Yet 90% of our nation’s school kids are put into an educational system (public 

schools) that is totally secular, i.e. atheist! If we loved God, we would obey Him and obey Deut 6:5-9.  
 

Satan is deadly serious about getting the children of this nation, and he lures most of them from the public 

schools.  An excellent example of how Satan does it is seen in the fascinating film God’s Not Dead starring 

Kevin Sorbo (Hercules) as the atheist professor who demands his students write that “God is dead” and sign 

their name! Cuts from the film include comments like, “The universe created itself, through Spontaneous 

Creation, because it needed to!” “The most brilliant scientists are atheists.” “Belief in God is a primitive 

superstition.” Yet in real life, Kevin is a conservative Christian who says proof for God is to just look at a 

flower or the stars. Kevin suffered a life-threatening stroke that left Hercules weak, but God strengthened him. 
 

Can you imagine your child’s professor demanding that your child sign a paper saying that God is dead? That 

is the basis of the movie God’s Not Dead that is based on actual cases by the Alliance Defending Freedom.  
 

One of the greatest theologians Dr. A.A. Hodge, of Princeton Theological Seminary, said,  
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"I am as sure as I am of Christ's reign that a centralized system of education, separated from religion, will prove the 
most appalling propagation of anti-Christian atheism which this sin-rent world has ever seen."  

More than 100 years later his words have been proven true. 

Christ’s Great Commission has become the Church’s Great Omission! – not teaching their own church 

children, as they are turned over to heathen schools while their church sits empty Mon-Fri.   

The people who say, “I don’t have children in school,” are missing the point. We are in a deadly spiritual 

war. Where do you want to fight the enemy, in school, court or your backyard?  

Criminalizing Christianity  
parts 1 & 2 #1380 #1381 

President Obama has done what no court or Congress could do – end religious freedom with a stroke of his 

pen. Obama’s executive order changes the government from protecting religious freedom to criminalizing 

Christians.  In order to do business with the federal government, Christians must compromise their religious 

beliefs on homosexuality. Attorney Eric Stanley, spokesman for Alliance Defending Freedom, gives 

examples of how the government is trampling upon the religious freedom OF cake bakers, florists and 

wedding photographers who refuse to participate in homosexual “weddings.”  
 

In Colo., two homosexuals asked Jack Phillips, owner of Masterpiece Cakeshop, to make a wedding cake to 

celebrate their same-sex ceremony. Phillips politely declined, explaining that he could not make a cake 

because of his Christian faith. The Civil Rights Commission then ordered Jack Phillips and his staff to make 

wedding cakes for same-sex celebrations, forcing him to re-educate his staff to ensure he has fully eliminated 

his religious beliefs from his business. (This is shocking! How far we’ve gone from Freedom of Religion!) 

This isn’t about a cake; it’s about religious freedom!! Jack Phillips is not surrendering but appealing! 
 

Most Americans think the phrase separation of church and state is in the Constitution. But it is not. A 

personal letter from Jefferson has become the basis of Supreme Court decisions instead of the Constitution. 

Thus, our religious freedoms have been stolen when a boy can’t read his Bible during free time at school or 

pray at a graduation. David Barton, author of The Jefferson Lies, says that phrase has been used to remove 

anything Christian from culture. Was Jefferson a deist or a Christian? Did Jefferson own slaves? Did Jefferson 

censor out the miracles of Jesus? Did Jefferson promote the gospel to the Indians? –Criminalizing Christianity pt 2 
 

Under the Obama Administration, we’ve seen an unprecedented suppression of religious liberty from the 

banning of Gideon bibles in the Air Force to prohibitions of praying in Jesus’ name by military chaplains. 

Yet, the Obama administration has authorized military honor guards to march with half-naked people, 

homo-sexuals and transvestites under the rainbow flag in the Washington DC gay pride parade. Honor 

guards are reserved for official government functions, but in this disgraceful parade, Isa 3:9 they were required 

to salute the homosexual (rainbow) flag. One honor guard said it made him sick and wondered what he was 

fighting for. And why he was saluting the rainbow flag. He said, “I never thought I’d see the day this would 

happen to this nation.”  
 

During the 150th anniversary of Lincoln’s Gettysburg Address, Obama, did something no other President 
has ever done! He edited out Lincoln’s words, “that this nation, under God, shall have a new birth of 
freedom.” Obama purposely left “under God” OUT! In The Declaration of Independence, he edited out 
“endowed by their Creator.” What does God think of being censored out? 
 

The U.S. Embassy in Tel Aviv raised the rainbow-gay pride flag below the Stars and Stripes to show support 
for Gay Pride week. This is the Obama administration promoting homosexuality through our U.S. Embassies 
to pressure other nations to adopt Obama's radical gay agenda -- but not to protect the most basic universal 
human right of religious freedom as persecution of Christians increases around the world.  FRC 9/6/14 

We Can Restore Our Culture #1385 

Never have so many Christians been so irrelevant. Because we are not united. Internationally famous James  

Robison says a personal relationship with Christ should have public consequences. The Church has made a 

grave error by making converts instead of disciples. Obama says government is the solution. Reagan said, 

“Government is the problem.” Jay Richards, co-author of Indivisible, says there are no moral absolutes, right 
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or wrongs, and relativism is being used to tear down student’s beliefs and replace them with secular beliefs. 

There are many options to public schools including the Internet that has free courses. 

Survival At Sea  
parts 1 & 2 #1374 1375 

Textbooks have been re-written to portray America as imperialist during WWII, with no mention of the attack 

on Pearl Harbor when we were at peace. Edgar Harrell, author of Out Of The Depths – A Survivor’s Story of 

the Sinking of the USS Indianapolis, vividly describes his ship, the Indy (that had carried the bombs that won 

WWII) being blown out from underneath him at midnight July 30, 1945 and his miraculous survival in shark-

infested, oil soaked water for 4 ½ days at sea without food or water. He says, “I came face to face with a 

torrent of horror, but an ineffable peace from God, enveloped me and gave me hope to continue.” 
 

How would you survive the terror at night as your ship is torpedoed and sunk and you have to swim for 4 ½ 

days in shark-infested, oil-soaked water, at sea without food or water? Faith in God gave Edgar Harrell, 

author of Out Of The Depths – A Survivor’s Story of the Sinking of the USS Indianapolis, the courage and 

strength to survive when others gave up and died.  Edgar Harrell saw sharks eating his buddies, but he kept 

his faith as he said, “God’s presence gave me great strength and resolve to persevere.” The untold story of the 

ship that carried the bombs that won WWII is finally told. His rescue was miraculous. 

The Day I Died #1377 

Do you know exactly where you will go after you die? Death is not the end but the beginning of forever. 

Freddy Vest, author of The Day I Died – My Astonishing Trip to Heaven and Back, said, “One moment I was 

riding my horse Rapture in the rodeo, the next moment my body was stone cold dead, but my spirit was with 

Christ.”  The 700 Club made a re-enactment of cowboy Freddy Vest’s story. He tells of the overwhelming 

love and joy when he met Jesus. Freddy Vest gives us a glimpse of what awaits believers when we die. Our 

prayers are actual substance in heaven. His supernatural, miraculous experience changed his life, and it will 

change yours as well. 

Raising Kids with Purpose #1376 

Don’t ask what kind of education is best for your child, but ask what do you want your child to be. How can 

you raise a Christian child in an anti-Christian school and expect them to be Christians? Education isn’t just 

academics, but it’s discipleship. Jesus said a student will become like his teacher. Students learn the ways of 

the world in public school. Israel Wayne, author of Full Time Parenting, says, “Parenting is an awesome 

responsibility, given by God, yet most parents don’t take it seriously.” Roman 12:2 says, “Do not conform to 

the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your mind.” Everything in public school 

conforms students to the world. Yet the Bible says, “Be not conformed to the world but be transformed by the 

renewing of your mind.”  

Leadership Matters #1370 

Communist China is set to surpass America as the #1 economy. China’s military buildup and our military cuts 

have grave implications for world conflict. Leadership matters and determines our prosperity or poverty. 

Wayne Root, author of The Murder of the Middle Class, was a classmate of Obama’s at Columbia. They had 

teachers who were open communists and taught how to transform this nation. For the first time in our history, 

more businesses are closing than starting; more Americans are on government checks than are working. The 

IRS is being used to persecute conservatives. Our government sees us as the enemy. Obama has removed all 

references to Islam from terror training materials, and instead, the term “terrorist” is being applied to large 

groups of regular citizens. Root says, “The average Democrat doesn’t realize that radicals have taken control 

of the Democrat Party. The media is an extension of the Democrats just as Pravda was for the USSR.” At 

least 16 prominent journalists have joined the Whitehouse. There are 7 family links of top media to the 

White House.  Certainly a conflict of interest, but the public is to believe there is no bias. 
 

 While the globalist Obama said this: “For the international order, that we’ve worked for generations to 

build, order and progress, can only come about when individuals surrender their rights to an all 

powerful sovereign.” Barrack Obama speaking in Europe Apr 2014 
 

 Another GREAT leader provided TRUE leadership and inspiration. With the swastika flying over Paris, 

the demonic Nazi leaders had the plans and the power to hoist the swastika over London. Imagine the 
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fear the British felt as the Nazi War machine turned their guns toward England. When people are 
overwhelmed by hopelessness, they're close to surrendering. The most critical factor in England's 
survival was the indomitable courage and unwavering defiance of Winston Churchill. His audacity, 
fearlessness, with no option of surrender - infused the heart of the nation with courage. In Britain's 
darkest hours, Churchill's plan was not only to save Britain but to free all of Europe from the Nazi grip.  
 

As bombs devastated entire city blocks, Churchill said, "Surrender is not an option if you plan to win a 
war. We are the resistance. If we resist, we can prevail. If we despair, we will lose the battle. We shall 
go on to the end, we shall fight in France, we shall fight on the seas and oceans, we shall fight with 
growing confidence and growing strength in the air, we shall defend our island, whatever the cost, we 
shall fight in the fields and in the streets, we shall fight in the hills; we shall never surrender!" 

Don’t you love it? Determination! Fortitude! Endurance! Never give up! Never give up! Never give up! 

Indoctrination #1371 

For all the problems in our nation, there must be some root cause. Although the symptoms are abortion, 

homosexuality and corruption, there is a root cause. Colin Gunn, producer of Indoctrination- Public Schools 

and the Decline of Christianity, says our culture is the product of our schools. Christian teachers and students 

are forbidden from being Christians, yet secular teachers are given awards for promoting atheism and 

homosexuality. We are losing our culture, because Christians have refused to educate their own children.  

 At School, Bush = Hitler 
Liberal educators still vehemently blame Bush for our problems. Sixth grade English students at McKinley Middle 
School in Washington, D.C., were given this assignment: "Compare former President George Bush and Hitler from the 
articles ‘Fighting Hitler’ and ‘Bush: Iraq War Justified Despite No WMD'”. Incidents like this are not limited to 
Washington, D.C. A California school district said this to eighth graders; "Some people claim the Holocaust is not an 
actual historical event, but a propaganda tool that was used for political and monetary gain. Explain whether or not you 
believe the Holocaust was an actual event." As many as 50 students concluded that the Holocaust never happened. 
It’s shocking. Parents be warned. Be involved. Become their teacher at home or confront your school officials.  

Blood Moons Rising #1372 

Signs in the heavens are God’s billboards for epochal events on earth. Are four blood moons a sign that we 

are in the Biblical countdown to the end times? NASA reports that four blood moons will occur on Jewish 

holy days in 2014 and 2015. The rapture is on God’s calendar, but what are the signs that it’s coming?  

Pastor Mark Hitchcock, prophesy expert and author of Blood Moons Rising- Bible Prophecy, Israel and the 

Four Blood Moons, says Jesus tells us what signs to look for, for the end of this age. Where does The Great 

White Throne Judgment, Armageddon, and the New Jerusalem coming down from heaven all fit in? 

Heaven or Hell? #1373 

The millennial generation is a generation of atheists with only 4% Christian. Where do unbelievers spend 

forever? Is hell a literal place? Bill Wiese, author of 23 Minutes in Hell, was awakened in the middle of the 

night in a vision where his spirit was transported to hell. Bill’s testimony is absolutely fascinating. He gives 

an eyewitness account of the searing heat, ghoulish demonic beasts and the terror-filled screams of people in 

the flames. What does “Jesus Saves” mean to a generation that has no idea what He saves them from? Our 

gracious Lord warns people that He is their only way to avoid hell and get to heaven. 

Patriot freedom fighter Thomas Payne wrote, “Tyranny, like HELL, is not easily conquered. Yet we have 

this consolation – the harder the conflict the more glorious the triumph.” 

 The next time Satan reminds you of your past, remind him of his future. 

 The devil cannot produce fearlessness, because he is full of fear himself. He is the embodiment of 

fear. He is running scared 60 seconds a minute, 60 minutes an hour! He knows that his time is short.  
 

The following words from the great missionary to India, William Carey, in 1842 changed the world. “Expect 

great things from God; attempt great things for God.”  

Don’t pray for an easier life. Pray to be a stronger person. Never pray for tasks equal to your power; 

pray for power greater than your tasks. An easy life doesn’t glorify God but makes us complacent. Self-

sacrifice, discipline and difficulties lead us to do great things for God. Jer 33:3 

What Our Founders Knew 
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The tyrannical, imperial British government of King George was used to crushing rebellions. It crushed 

rebellions in Scotland, Ireland and rural England. So when they were confronted with another rebellion, they 

decided they would once again teach a hard lesson to the American people who dared to think that they could 

be independent. So the British dispatched troops to quell the rebellious colonists in April 1775. But when the 

soldiers arrived, they were shocked by what awaited them. They didn’t encounter rabble, or unarmed 

peasants, or people who were frightened. They encountered trained militia who were organized, armed and 

prepared to fight the British soldiers toe to toe. It was the shot heard around the world, as the Americans 

drove the British back to Boston with extensive losses.  
  

At the heart of conservatism is patriotism that liberals don’t want to teach that to this generation.  But in this 

nation, the state is not the center of power. God is. We are the only nation in the world that says power comes 

from God, and we citizens loan that power to those we elect to SERVE US! Not the other way around. In this 

election, let us forever remind them we are still in charge. 

It’s Time For Another Great Awakening by God Almighty! 
In1857, a man of prayer, Jeremiah Lanphier, started a noon prayer meeting in downtown NYC. He put an ad 

in the newspaper and 6 people out of a population of 1 million showed up to pray with him.  But the following 

week there were 14 then 23. Soon they filled every public building in downtown New York City with men 

praying. Then a landside of prayer began. People began to be converted 10,000 a week in New York City. 

The prayer movement spread throughout New England, and church bells would bring people to prayer at 8 in 

the morning, 12 noon and 6pm after work.  
 

Then a huge revival shook the Eastern Seaboard. There were so many people to baptize, they wouldn’t all fit 

in the churches. So pastors went down to the river and cut a big square hole in the ice and baptized excited 

converts in ice cold water in the winter. In one year, more than a million people were converted. Then the 

revival went worldwide to Ireland, Scotland, Wales, and all of England. The social impact of the Wales 

revival was astounding. Judges were presented with white gloves since they had no cases to try. The district 

Consuls held an emergency meeting to discuss what to do with the police now that they were unemployed.  

The effect of this revival was felt for 40 years, a whole generation.    
  

Then at the turn of the 20
th

 century, like today, there was a need for another great awakening.  People prayed 

for another Great Awakening. And God answered those prayers in 1905, as pastors in Atlantic City, NJ, 

reported that out of a population of 50,000 adults, only 50 adults were unconverted.  In Portland, Oregon, 240 

department stores closed from 11- 2 every day for prayer. The owners of the stores in Portland signed an 

agreement that none would cheat and stay open, all would close for prayer from 11-2 daily. The Denver Post, 

Jan 20
th

 1905 had this headline:  
 

Entire city pauses for prayer. Noonday meetings draw unprecedented numbers of people for 2 hours 

between noon and 2pm, as all of Denver is still and the stores are deserted, and the people pray.  

The Spirit of God pervades huge prayer meetings as thousands turn to God.  Seldom has such a 

remarkable sight been witnessed, as an entire great city, in the middle of a busy weekday, bows before 

the throne of heaven and asks and receives the blessings of God Almighty.  
 

Throughout history there is a cycle where God first blesses His people with abundance, peace and joy. Then 

they forget that it all came from God and pride sets in. From pride comes rebellion, then gross sin and 

degradation and suffering.  The Lord lets corruption grow worse until He calls us back to repentance. It’s time 

for another Great Awakening. Could it begin with YOU and us praying through the power of the Holy Spirit? 
 

Bob & Geri Boyd  
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“It’s for freedom that Christ has set us free. Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be burdened again by a yoke of slavery.” Gal 5:1 
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